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A Renaissance in Hi°:h School Composition throap:h Oreative Writing
Introduction
Subject
This thesis has originated from a genuine interest
which the author holds toward creative writing in the high
school, for I believe that such activities will revea.1 to
English instructors the jferue effect of their daily class-
room procedure. Moreover, the study of English is empha-
sized in order that the millions of students who enter the
doors of learning, may go out into life with this vital
tool that gives power to expression. Therefore I regard
this a worthwhile and interesting subject.
Purpose
It is my purpose to evaluate the types of creative
writing that occupy an important place in the high school
in order to create an impetus for such work among schools
not yet engaged upon it. If high school composition is
not actuated by any real incentive, the results are like-
ly to be lifeless and cold. A renaissance in composition
may be brought about through the impetus of creative writ-
ing, I shall endeavor to present adequate methods of pro-
cedure, suggestions concerning sources of inspiration, and
examples of various types.
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Works on Subject
There is a rising interest in the subject, "Creative
Writing in the High School." Wnile many articles are to be
round in reference to experimental worK in tne liela, not
much has been written on the subject proper. The most defi-
nite reference to the subject is an article by Nellie B.
Sergent, "High School Poets," found in Progressive Education,
Volume 6, September 1929, pages 368-83.
Sources
This thesis comes as a result of an investigation
made from thirty high schools representing twenty-three
cities and seventeen states coupled with visits to the
Harvard Grammar Scnool
,
Cnarlestown, Massachusetts, the
Girls' Hign School of Boston, and the Massachusetts De-
partment of Education; I have examined carefully the
current periodicals as well as tne books on creative edu-
cation. The following hign schools contributed creative
material througn student publications to the author:
Armstrong High School, Washington, D. C, Brattleboro High
School, Vermont, Boston Latin Scnool of Massacnusetts , Cen-
tral High School, St. Paul, Minnesota, iMicnolas Senn High
School of Chicago, Illinois, Cleveland High School, Ohio,
Decatur Hign Scnool, Illinois, Exeter Hign Scnool, wew Hamp-
shire, George Wasnington Hign School, New York City, Girls'
High Scnool, Boston, Girls' Hign Scnool, Brooklyn, New Yoric,
Lowell High Scnool, Massacnusetts, Los Angeles High School,
California, Lynn Hign School, ^4a^3achu3Stt3 , Mecnanics High
School, St. Paul, Minnesota, East Side Hign Scnool, Madison,
Wisconsin, Memorial Hign School, Boston, Massacnusetts,

Montclair High School, New Jersey, New Bedford High School,
Massachusetts, New Haven hign School, Connecticut, i^ew Trier
Township High School, Winnetka, Illinois, Oak Bluffs High
School, Massachusetts, OaK Park Hign School, Illinois, Provi-
dence Commercial High School, Rhode Island, Sacramento Hign
Scnool, California, Topeka High School, Kansas, Washington
Hign School, Iowa, Whatcom High School, Bellington, Washington,
and the Williamsport High School of Pennsylvania.
4
11. Youth's Oreatlve Spirit
It is time for a new line of endeavor in high school
composition. First, there are two things v/hich must be re-
alized: for many years, compositions were produced under
leaden motives, T7hich in turn brought the same kind of re-
sults; at the present tirr.e, practically every phase of our
school life has improved, but this improvement has come
throus;h the new and increasing demands of the hour. Is it
by any mieans stran-e that our feigh school compositions are
changing?
The relR-tive ir.iportance of creative writing to other
subjects is hy no means insignificant, for experience in it-
self is far reaching, and this experience touches every phase
of life. It is desired that the student realize the value of
his OTTO experience coupled with the fact that ivhen he makes
an attempt to transfer that experience to others through writ-
ing, a creative accomplishment will follow.
'7herever youth may be found, there the spirit of crea-
tion dwells, for while the youthful s-r:»irit is essentiall^r an
c'wakening to the higher consciousness of the environment and
the deerjffr significance of life, yet, at the same time the un-
folding mind is eager to contribute its ov/n ideas and inward
feelings to the world in which it finds itself. To say the.t
the spirit of youth is the spiiit of creation, is not at all
statement of incident, but true to the most convincing de-
tail. However, this creative spirit is not to be driven out,
but it is to be enticed out. It is the procedure along the
lines of inspiration that requires the most careful a.ttention
of all who would be leaders in the work which may be termed
creative. "Educational stimuli do not need to be produced
4
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and transrnit-ted to the child by external application. Tney
unfailingly originate vrith hin; just as surely as do hunger and
thirst. They may be avi.^akened, guided, controlled, trained; in-
hibitions my b© reirjoved, but in the mPAn they work according
to their own. laws. To have faith In creation as it expresses
itself in the instinctive demands of youth for education; to
sit at the feet of childhood and to learn its v/ays; to use to
the utmost, and to direct wisely its resources of interest
and desire this is educational wisdom. To ignore these
great resources, to assume that we must work with childh )0d as
with clay, expeOting no innate determining activity on its
i^art, but merely raouldins: it to fit a preconceived conventional
1.
type this is educational tragedy."
The interests of the adolescent are varied; from the
pulsating life of the world, he endeavors to reach the depths
of philosophy, literature, art, music, and these are colored by
naturalistic and social ©aspects which furnish both beauty i^.nd
truth to the assiduous seeker. In time such impetus as these
awaken a rea.1 hunger for knowledge as well as an activity
thirst in the pursuit of cognizance. Will this acquired leeirn-
ing yield no harvest? It is inevitable that it should bring
forth some fruit, and in many cases much fruit because there
are diverse im-oressionistic degrees naturally resulting in
divergent lines of activity.
History substantiates again and again the varied lines
of activity which have been crowned with youthful success.
Alexander the Great may be mentioned as a symbol of youthful
precocity; he became King when a youth of twenty years, and
at twenty- two, he gained his first victory over the Persian s
.
.
1. Boas, R. P. Youth and the New 7orld, p. 62
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With fifty thousand soldiers^, he overcame a Persian army of one
Kill ion at the age of twenty-five. Shortly before his death ait
the age of thirty-two, he is se.id to have wept because there were
no more worlds- to conquer. A youth of twenty ye8,rs, Alexander
Hamilton, was a lieutenant colonel on Washington's staff, father
of the Constitution at thirty, and Secretary of the Treasury at
thirty-two.
"Youth with free and active imagination seems to be best
adapted to this accomplishment of invention." Thomas Edison in-
vented the telephone when twenty-nine, and Henry Ford produced
his first motor car at the same age. Early genius also appears
among men of letters: Byron published his first volume of poems
at nineteen, and the first two cantos of Ohilde Harold at twenty-
four. Disraeli published Vivian Grey at twenty-two; Dickens
published Pickwick Parsers at twenty-four; Shelley wrote Queen
Mab at twenty-one. John T. Delane was editor of the London
Times when only twenty-three years of age.
I have taken time to mention these exceptional &.c-
complishm.ents of youthful minds not to raise uny false ideals,
but I have mentioned them since they should be recalled when
thinking of youthful endeavor. Again, such facts a^ these,
though generally known by high school students, are not always
reflected upon seriously.
To illustrate further the creative spirit of youth, al-
though on a much lower level, let me relate what I gleaned from
a visit to the Harvard Grammar School situated at Charlestown,
Massachusetts, and of which My. Jpseph B. Egan is principal.
1. Cutten, George B. Triumphant Youth, Sat. Evening Post
(Sept. 14, 1929), p. 253
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This sonool nas rsoognize-i the valus of those powers which lie
latent within the chill, and it seeks to bring them out in a
natural manner tnrougn environment, class work, and recreation-
al activities. The ethical ideal is prominent in the creative
activities here, for I noticed that the work was colored by the
emphatic notes of the good, and the beautiful; the highest moral
culture was there.
The procedure was "by no means complicated, but it was
characterized by a genuine simplicity which enabled the child
to respond in his own way. Preparatory to the actual writing
of the lines, the class received instruction in poetic forms
ana rnythm. It was interesting to note how easy it was lor
children to become accustomed to tne rhythmic beat, for it is
innate; the child both appreciated and unhesitantly responded
to this thing termed rhythm.
The teacher related a story to the fourth grade class,
and at its completion, she invited tne reaction of tne children
in the form of verse. Moreover, the writing of verse was not
the end of the activity, but in many instances tne cnilaren
composed tne music for the lines.
As an example of tne environmental factor, below is
printed a poem which arose out of this natural admiration for
verse coupled with the appreciative aspect.
POETRY
It is better than a pirate's treasure chest.
Or a million dollars in gold;
You sit down and taice a rest.
As you turn fold after fold.
It takes you through a wonderland.
It leads you to the sea.
And you Know while dreaming on the sand, '
To a treasure chest you hold the key.
It gives you visions of fields and flowers.
It takes you near to God;
You almost hear the showers.
And smell the grass of the rain-'^^a-snea soa.
f
This poem by John O'Brien from grade 4 of the Harvard
Grammar School, depicts the inward appreciation of a child
for poetry. All of the possibilities of poetical enjoyment
are implied. If this type of creative composition may be
found in tne lower grades, tne hign school possibilities can-
not be overestimated.
€
Ill . The Place of Creative Writinj? Today
(9
Since the world began, every generation has welcomed
its poets, bards, and masters of prose. The works of Homer,
Virgil, Shakespeare, Dante, Hilton, all were acclaimed by
the people, who saw in them the glistening jewels of the
creative spirit. Not only did the society of their i^arti-
cular day find them worthy, but countless numbers of men
living after them have become enraptured and appreci&.tive
of the word pictures, and vivid narratives they have left.
It is a noble heritage that is ours to study again and again,
living as it were, those vivid tales thrice over.
But must we placidly accept all this without fore-
thought concerning the literary contribution v;hich we of
the -oresent generation should make? "My rule with myself
and with my students has been, first to try to master a
subject or to understand it thoroughly; second, to try to
add something of my own to this subject—that is, to pro-
1.
duce or create something new," This would be a worthy
resolution for each student to jieke; not simply to satisfy
his hunger for knowledge, but to create a contribution ths-t
will replenish some thirsty soul in the days to come.
The place of creative writing is indeed a vast one.
I venture to say that there is not a single race in exist-
ence which would be satisfied to have her volumes of lit-
erature locked for all time. Absolutely, no J It is the
desire of every group to constantly add to the treasures
of art. Here Is the universal opportunity, for it be-
longs to one and to all.
1. Osbom, H. F. Creative Educ. in School and' College, p. 10
f
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William Stanley Braithwaite, one of the earliest to appreciate
the significance of the spirit of creation among youth, says:
"It is wonderful material you have to work with, the imaginative,
elemental substances of the youthful mind. It is tne time when,
if they are guided, they can come under those influences which
lead to the secrets in the heart of man ana nature. Once made
really to see and feel these secrets, they seldom lose tne pow-
er and significance oi tnem; and even it tney do not become ex-
pressed poets later on, they will become possessed of that cul-
ture whose spirit is poetry. It will be wonderful later to
look baci ana see wnat perfection nas been created either in
1.
manifest art or manifest personality."
Tne Social Factor in the Creative ^Spirit
Unlike the Hindu thinkers and Christian mystics
who sought a true kno^iledge of the self through isolation
from humanity, social psychology would have the individual
maKe every contact with his fellowmen on the principle that
true self consciousness is possible only for a social being.
To reiterate, one becomes conscious of himseli as an in-
dividual with latent powers, only in so far as he is conscious
of his identity with society. Proceeding from this principle,
the creative spirit is a contributor to social progress; tne
youtn may place himseii in a comparable position with his as-
sociates in the field of achievement, and perhaps ultimately
find himself in the field of authorship.
1. Mearns, Hughes, Creative Youth, p. 3
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"With the dawn of the idea of progresgive "betterment,
and an interest in new uses of the impulses,, there nas grown
up some consciousness of the extent to which a future society
of changed purpos?8 and duties may be created by a deliberate
humane treatment of the impulses of youtn. Tnis is the mean-
ing of education, for a truly humane education consists in an
intelligent direction of native activities in the light of the
possibilities and necessities of the social situation. Among
the native activities of the young are some that work toward
accommoaation
,
assimilation, reproduction, and others that work
toward exploration, discovery and creation. But the weignt of
adult custom has been tnrown upon retaining and strengthening
tendencies toward conformity, and against those wnich make for
variation and independence. The habits of the growing person
are jealously kept witnin the limits of adult customs. The de-
lightful originality of the child is tamed. And yet the in-
timation never wnolly deserts us that tnere is in the unformed
activities of childnood and youth the possibility of a better
life for the community as well as for individuals here and tnere.
Tnis dim sense is the ground of our abiding idealization of
childhood. For with all its extravagances and uncertainties
,
its effusions and reticences, it remains a standing proof of a
life wherein growth is normal not an anomaly, activity a de-
light—not a task. Our usual measure for the "goodness of
children is the amount of trouble they make for grown ups, wiiich
means of course the amount they deviate from adult habits and
expectations. Yet by way of expiation, we envy children their
1
.
love of new experiences, their intentness in extracting the
. Mearns, H. Creative Youth, p, 38
c
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last drop of significance from each situation, their vital
seriousness in things which to us are outworn."
The Aesthetic Element in the Oreativ>e Spirit
In the composition class, there is need for keen and
accurate observation. It is the teacher who must make clear
this essential , for creative literature is based upon personal
observation and personal experience.
In wnatever wortnwnile undertaking men are engaged,
there is always room for tne beaatiful; at first it may seem
only a subconscious element, but in due time it emerges into
consciousness. Tne creative spirit ministers to the aesthetic
nature of mankind, and the aesthetic sense appeals to the ethi-
cal, for these have an affinity with one another. Our thoughts
and feelings almost inevitably axe expressed in language. In
the early history of poetry, the warriors told about the tnings
which they desired through their war songs, and the weeping
women described the qualities of beauty or altruistic endeavors
of tneir sons and acquaintances. Wnen the Indians of Arizona
and New Mexico were in need of rain, they originated a song
which showed their feeling for the beauty of the rain.
"Cover my earth motner four times with many flowers
Let tne heavens be coverea witn tne banked-up clouds.
Let the eartn be covered witn fog; cover tne eartn with rains.
Great waters, rains, cover tne eartn. Lightning cover tne earth
Let thunder be heard over the eartn, let thunder be heard;
Let tnunder be heard over tne six regions of the earth." 1
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"Very naturally, the making of songs taught the art of
lingering over beautiful ideas, of selecting words that would
sharpen the images that were called up, and make greater the
feelings that come with them. Men liked beautiful chants bet-
ter tnan those that were not beautiful, and sought always to
put beauty into their charms, their prayers, their laments.
And, strange, as it may seem, tne result was to make poetry
even more useful than it had been. For, as poetry became more
beautiful, it became more powerful. And where at first it
merely reassured men, giving them a sense of protection, it
came to inspire and intoxicate them until they were able to
1.
endure or do more than ordinary men."
We are told that in northern India the people of
Casnmere weave the most beautiful shawls; previous to the
weaving they say a poem-prayer. The prayer is an example of
how beauty in poetry can lift those who chant it to higher
effort and mighty strength.
"Quicken our senses.
Make them ache
Till they weave
A garment soft as moonlight.
But invincible as the thunderbolt.
When it is wrought men will marvel and exclaim:
"Man has not woven this beauty.
Only madness could nave made it'." 3.
1. Auslander, J . and Hi] 1 , F. The Winged Horse, p. 10
3, Ibid., p. 11
c
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What more realistic picture oi tha utter dejection of
the Jews enslaved in Babylon could be preserved than that which
is presented in Psalm 137. It firmly substantiates the fact
that suffering may give birth to beauty; it was tne power of
this song that helped them to live with a worthier aim in view
amid their toil, their suffering, and their loneliness.
By the rivers of Babylon we sat down;
Yea, we wept wnen we remembered Zion.
We hanged our harps upon the willows
In the midst tnereof.
For they that carried us a'l^ay captive
Required of u3 a song;
And they that wasted us required of us mirth, saying,
"Sing us one of the songs of Zion."
How shall we sing the Lord's song
In a strange land?
If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem,
Let my right hand forget her cunning.
If I do not rem.ember tnee
,
Let my tongias cleave to the ro(Sf of my mouth;
If I prefer not Jerusalem
Above my chief joy.
The Goal of Creative Educ ation
Creative education seeks to draw out those innerent
treasures in science, art, and literature wnich lie latent
in th-2 minds and spirits of youth. In the absence of crea-
tive education, such abilities would remain undiscovered.
It is not enough for tne individual to realize the
goal, but it is necessary that he be also conscious of the
fact that the true personality is a soul that is keenly
aware of itself and its importance in the universe; that
the soul must treasure its innate powers, and use every
opportunity for expression.
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IV . Tne Sources of Inspiration
One of the greatest values to be pointed out in tJais
creative type of composition is tne correlation between sub-
jects. In place of an isolate! subject matter, will be sub-
stituted practically all subjects in the curriculum with ad-
ditional interests from everyday life. Five imperatives have
been enumerated wnich have enabled the instructor to find lar-
ger possibilities for growth. They are as follows:
1. Develop a sense of form and organization.
2. Discover and arouse the individual's interest.
3. Stimulate Jceen observation and graphic pnrasing.
4. Make use of the other studies in the curriculum.
5. Criticize oonstructigely and sympathetically. 1.
While each one of these imperatives is absolutely neces-
sary in the teaching of composition, tne stimulating of keen
observation and graphic phrasing is to be stressed under this
particular section.
Mythology
Without doubt, poetry and mythology are connected by
an indissoluble bond. To early men, behind the voice of
poetry were innumberable sources of inspiration. "Tney were
sure that tney could not sow wheat or barley, go out to sea in
a snip, make their gods hear them, get well if they were sick,
3.
or fight tneir enemies without poetry." To the barbarian
natural phenomena are endowed with all the attributes of life
and reason, and to these he submits his life for protection.
The salient theme of poetry in a barbarian state of society is
the story of the divine beings who sway the destinies of man-
kind. We need only to think of the odes of Pindar, the epics
1. Thomas ,~ Charles S. Teaching of Eng. in Sec. School, p. 107
3. Auslander, J. and Hill, F. The Winged Horse, p. 1.
/C'
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of the Iliad, and Odyssey of Homer, the Ninongi of Japan, the
sggas of the early Norsemen, and the tribal lays of the American
Indian to confirm this fact.
Are we able to account for the trutn that mythology has
continued to be the tneme of poetry so many centuries after the
faiths of Greece and Home had become obsolete? With the coming
of the Renaissance, tnese writings of classical antiquity were
revived, and as a result literary men used them as models for
their own work. This custom found a powerful home in France;
English authors admiring the spirit, borrowed it, ana tney in
turn began to maKe much use of classical and m.ythological al-
lusions which gave prominence to the Elizabethan era. The
works of Marlow, Fletcner, Shakespeare ana Massinger are filled
with allusions to the foremost figures of Latin and Greek myth-
ology. Our great poets recognized the value of utilizing myth-
ology Spenser, Milton, Dryden, Shelley, Byron, Keats. In
the Victorian Age Tennyson, Morris, and Swinburne bowed to
tne immortal tales of Hellas. Tne following paragraphs well
illustrate this inseverable bond between poetry and mythology.
From Shelley's Prometheus Unbound
"Nailed to this wall of eagle-baffling mountain.
Black, wintry, dead, unmeasured." 1.
The reader is in the realm of obscurity if he has not a myth-
ological background for the interpretation of Shelley's verse.
For what crime against Jupiter is Prometheus held? Shelley
borrowed the story of the Fire-Giver from Greek tragedy, and
he represents in Prometheus the passion of humanity defying
Jupiter, the despot wno kept men in cnains. The lines printed
above portray Prometheus in his agonized state,
i. Auslander,J. and Hill, F. op. cit
. ,
p.~375
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With true feeling, Siielley reviews the tortiJ!^ of the
night
:
"The crawling glaciers pierce me with the spears
Of their moon -freezing crystals; tne bright chains
Eat with tneir burning cold into my bones." 1.
In mytnological record Orion and jiurynome ruled in
Olympus. Tney wer^ detnroned by Saturn and Rhea, who in
turn were hurled from power by Jupiter, in tne language of
Keats we are enabled to view this realistic picture of snat-
tered power as the old, forsaken god, Saturn, is left to
meditations of a lost empire.
"Deep in tne shady sadness oi a vale
Far sunicen from tne healthy breath of morn.
Far from tne fiery noon, and eve's one star.
Sat grey-hairea Saturn, gjiet as a stone.
Still as the silence round about nis lair;
Forest on forest hung about nis neaa.
Like cloud on cloud. Ko stir ot air was tnere,
Mo so much life as on a summer's day
Hobs not one ligr.t seea from the feather 'd grass.
But wnere tne dead leaf fell, tnere dia it rest,
A stream went voiceless by, still deaaen'a more
By reason of his fallen divinity.
Spreading a shade." 3.
Jupiter, being in tne habit of abducting mortals from
the earth, and transferring those who were very beautiful to
the bright clime of Olympus, seized tne shepherd lad Ganymede,
whom he made cup-bearer to the gods, and Asteria, the Mother
of Hecate, one oi tne infernal leities. Wnen on such tours,
Jupiter took the form of an eagle. Spenser describes him in
the Fairie Queen:
"Twice was he seen in soaring Eagle's shape.
And with wide wings to beat the buxom air:
Once, "^nen he with Asteria did scape;
Again, wnen as the Trojan boy so fair
He snatcned from Ida hill and with him bare;
Wondrous delight it was tnere to behold
How the rude Shpeherds after him did stare,
Trem.bling through fear lest down he fallen should,
And often to h im calling to take surer hold ." 3.
1 . Auslander J. and Hillf, F. op. cit., p. 275
3. Spence, Lewis, An Intro, to Mythology, p. 377
3. " " loc. cit.
c
(18)
Hephaestus was tne god of fire in the dual form of
lurid conflagration and the friendly glow of the domestic
hearth. The Britisn poets occasionally sing his story.
Hephaestus was an excellent craftsman in all the arts. His
motner
,
Juno, having quarrelled with tne King of Heaven,
Hephaestus took her part, and he was cast from Olympus by
nis enraged opponent. Aftsr the fall to earth, which lasted
a whole day, he alighted in the island of Lemno8«
"From morn
To noon he fell, from noon to drwy eve,
A summer's day, and with the setting sun
Dropped from the Zenith like a falling star
On Lemnos, tn' Aegean isle." 1.
The poets have lauded Venus, goddess of love.
Sne was the daughter of Jupiter, but she is sometimes re-
ferred to as springing frcm the foam of the sea. In Swin-
burne's "Hymn to Proserpine" sne is aescribed in delicate
splendor
:
"White rose of the rose-white water, a silver
splendor, a flame." 3.
Lord de Tabley, by way of the following stanza re-
fers to tne foam birtn oi Venus:
"Uranian Aphrodite, fair.
From ripples of tne ocean spray;
Sweet as the sea-blooms in thy nair
hosed with the blush of early day,
0 hear us from thy temple steep
Where tryx crowns tne Dorian deep." 3.
It is possible to continue in an unending line of
illustrative material portraying tne unity between poetry
and mythology; there is a vast field of possibilites for
creative work. Tne student should be brought to view the
mytnological influences as tney depict themselves in the
works of our great poets, A foundational knowledge of
1
.
Spenc¥7~Lewii'7'rntro .''to~Myt^
~
3. Ibid., p. 380
3. IMd.,p. 380
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Greek and Roman myths, coupled with those of Babylonia and
Assyria, ana the Irgends of the ^raerican Indism, should stir
up much interest toward creative writing, for at the adoles-
cent stage the imagination of both boys and girls is fired witn
new zeal, and they will live again the lives of the heroes of
mythology.
Music
As teachers we snould aid the creative thoughts of
youth by methods that are beautiful and stidiulating; in
view of this fact, let us turn to music as the second source
of inspiration, iy^asic has been recognized in the field of
art as one of the most helpful correlatives for the stimu-
lation and inspiration of students. At tne Art Congress at
Prague were exhibited many examples in which music was the
1,
basis of the inspiration. Such illustrations open a wide
vista of greater usefulness in tnis stimulating field of ex-
pression.
"The first essential needed in the use of music as
a stimulation for art purposes is an understanding of the
similarity of the principles of music with those of design
and composition. Music is really design. It is a graphic
arrangement of sounds. It is composed to produce as de-
sign in sound either descriptive, poetic or abstract. Its
principles are analogous to those governing design in art,
including such rules as rhythm, repetition, opposition,
3
harmony, and others egaally important."
1. Brenefsar, Stanley"^ 77 ~Mu s i c as "Ofeat i ve~"Arr~^imTant
,
School Arts Magazine, V. 39 (Je.'l930), 0.586
3. Ibid., p. 586
r
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In connection with muaic emd art study, it nas been
suggested that tne art classes attend the rehearsals of the
orchestra, for with a good orchestra much more color, and far
more complicated designs and arrangement are suggested to the
student than with the piano; in orchestra work the tonal quali-
ties of stringed instruments, woodwinds, and brasses afford a
varied field for the development of the imagination.
A suggestion along tnis same lina may be made in con-
nection with the work of the poetry class or club. A spirit
of correlation may be developed, and the writers of verse be
permitted to attend orchestra rehearsals, and according to
tneir reactions, create individual types of verse; it should
be profitable to note the variety of thought that may enter
in; for the music may transport one student to the sea, and
rippling waters; it may cause another to draw nigh unto the
mountains, and it may carry others among the arid sands of
a desert.
Value is also to be gained along aesthetic lines
while we are nelplng to develop the imagination through music,
which enriches the soul with spiritual inspiration. "The
aestnetic and creative value of the correlative study of art
and music, nowev-^r, must be considered of great importance;
for as a stimulant for tne development of originality, and for
1
the prying open of the closed mind it has no equal." So may
it be with the correlation of music and poetry—an "open sesame"
to the closed doors of genius.
1, . Breneiser StaTnTey ~'T77~lu3io"~5rs ~Crea tTv'5™Af
t
~S fImurint^
school Arts Magazine, V. 29 ( Je . 1930), p. 587
i
History
From far mediaeval India a poet relates the source
of nis inspiration in a poem containing a question and an
answer
:
"Whers were your songs, my bird, when you
Spent your nights in the nest?
Was not all your pleasure stored therein?
What makes you lose your heart to the siiy,
the sky tnat is limitless:
(The bird answers:)
I had my pleasure while I rested within
bounds
,
Wnen i soared into the limitless, i found
my songs I " ]_
^
The function of poetry is the function of freedom. Using
it as an instrument, the indivmdual may taste of that uni-
versal contemplation. Tne door of nistory stands ajar to
the creative seeis:er> i':". i ne who nas tne vision may gather
many facts from the nonexistent past, and these he may in-
terpret in tne light of the present and the future.
What more fecund field for creative work than that
of nistory? It was Virgil's earliest ambition to compose
an heroic poem founded on tne history of Rome. The wish
was both his and tnat of the Emperor ^^Augustus, wno had
repeatedly urged him to the tasK. Although incomplete, it
is treasurecL by tne world. Tne poetry of Greece and Rome
which spoke of the heroes and their dee is, was not great
poetry in comparison with the Iliad, the Odyssey, and the
Aeneid, but they served a purpose in teaching the people of
the Middle Ages how to live noble, courageous lives, and
tney were tne means of setting up a nign moral standard.
1. Tagore, R. Creative Unity, p. 39
r
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From the reooris of ancient education in Sparta, we
have the following account from Plutarch's LIFE OF LYCURGUS.
"As for the education of youth, wnich he looiced upon
as tne greatest and most glorious work of a lawgiver, he be-
gan with it at the very source, taking into consideration
their conception and birth, by reflating tne marriages.
For he did not (as Aristotle says; desist from his attempt to
bring the women under sober rules. Tney had, indeed, as-
sumed great liberty and power on account of the frequent ex-
peditions of their husbands, during which they were left sole
mistresses at home, and so gained an undue deference and im-
proper titles; but notwithstanding this he took all possible
care of them. Be ordered the virgins to exercise tnemselges
in running, wrestling, and tnrowing quoits and darts; that
tneir boaies being str-^ng and vigorous, the children after-
wards produced from tnem might be tne same; and that, thus
fortified by exercise, they might the better support the
pangs of childbirth, and be delivered with safety.
It was not left to the father to rear what children
he pleased, but he was obliged to carry the child to a place
called Lesche, to be examined by the most ancient men of the
tribe, who were assembled tnere. If it was strong and well
proportioned, they gave orders for is education, and assigned
it to one of the nine thousand shares of land; but if it was
weakly and deformed, tney ordered it to be thrown into the
place called Apoethetae, which is a deep cavern near the
mountain Taygetus; concluding that its life could be no ad-
vantage eitner to itself or to tne public, since nature had
not given it at first any strength or goodness of constitu-
tion. The Spartan children were not under tutors purchased
or hired with money, nor were the parents at liberty to edu-
cate them as they pleased: but as soon as they were seven
years old, Lycurgus ordered them to be enrolled in companies,
where they were all kept under the same order and discipline,
and had tneir exercises and recreations in common. He who
snowed the moat conduct and courage amongst them was made
captain of tne company. Tne rest kept their eyes upon him
obeyed his orders, and bore with patience the punishment he
inflicted: so that their whole education was an exercise of
obedience. The old men were present at their diversions,
and often suggested some occasion of dispute or quarrel, that
they might observe with exactness the spirit of each, and their
firmness in battle.
As for learning tney had ;just what vas absolutely neces-
sary. All the rest of their education was calculated to raaite
them subject to coramana, to endure labor, to fight and conquer.
Tney added, therefore, to their discipline, as they advanced
in age; cutting their hair very close, malting tnem go barefoot,
and play, for the most part, quite naxeu. At twelve years of
age, their undergarment was taken away, and bit one upper one
a year allowed them. Hence they were necessarily airty in
their p rsons, and not indulged with the great favor of baths,
and oils, except on some part lobular days of tne year.
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They slept in companies, on beds made of tne tops of reeds,
which they gathered with their own hands, without knives,
and brougnt from the b-nks of the Eurotas. In!;iwinter they
were permitted to add a little thistleddwn, as that seemed
to nave some warmth in it." 1.
In response to tnis historical appeal, a high scnool
poet has written the following:
^ SPARTAN PARENTS
Softly, my Lord, he's sleeping. Do not waKe him.
What care I if his baby grasp be tight*.
Let him stay thus. Tomorrow, tney will take him.
He will be Sparta's. He is mine tonight,
I held him close and sang him into slumber.
Laugh if you like. 'Twas womanisn, I know;
But empty nights will follow without number.
In which I shall be glad that it was so.
His toys are at your feet. My Lord, tread lightly.
The cnamber is in shocking disarray.
I let him drop them there. 'Tis most unsightly.
Tomorrow I will put them all away.
He will be gone tomorrow. I shall miss him
A little; but a Spartan does not weep.
Think you 'twill harm him greatly if I kiss him?
He will not know it, for he is asleep.
I gave him cake tonight. It was his last.
Nay, be not angry. 'Twas a little slice.
Tneir diet is a rigid one. He'll fast,
And so— I helped nim .to the honey twice.
Tomorrow he'll be seven. Sparta claims him
• To train him up—and gladly will I yield him;
But, oh, tonight, mine is a love that snames nim.
I find it in my yearning heart to snield him. 3
Lift him up so, my Lord, but do not scare him.
He is a heavy burden. Do not fall.
How carefully and tenderly you bear nim*.
I'll hold the lamp before you down the hall.
His little bed is soft and snowy-sheeted.
He'll sleep on rushes in tn^. bitter cold.
'Twill maice him manly to be harshly treated
I But then, tonight, he' a only six years old.
Z ZxlZf'/'J^T^''^^ Historrof Eiuc^o^-77Tberg.ant, N. digh School Poetq p^^ vtU9397, Bi2ii^S3:es8ive
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Oh, little 3011, your pets will die of grief.
My Lord and I are Spaxtans. We muat live.
We have no tears in whioh to find relief.
Our duty is to raise and love and give.
And you, my Lord, no word of pain you've spoken.
Or vain regret. Tne feeble morning light
Shows me that your composare is unbroken'
And tnat your nair nas wniteneo, in the night.
Mary Lindsley,
Hunter College riign School
New York City
Tne writer of this poem has keenly visualized this
situation of Historical nature. The sensory impreasions-
the varied messages caught by the senses of taste, smell,
feeling, hearing and seeing, render an added cnarm.
ci
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Drama
To place oneself in the situation of another, to
feel the pangs of sorrow or the exuberance of joy, is the
privilege of every student who would utilize the drama as
an inexnaustible source of inspiration. From the beginning,
men looked to the draaa as an instrument for the expression
of their innermost feelings since it afforded an outlet for
the emotional life. It is not strange that such expression
continued to rise in prominence reaching unsurpassed heights
in the tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Snake-
speare, and his contemporaries; "Aescnylus, Sophocles,
Euripides. Tneir work was done in a single city of a hun-
dred thousand people. Between tne birth of tne first and
the deatn of the last, not one hundred and twenty-five years
elapsed. Yet out of their work came impulses that have
tnrobbed in poetry and music and drama througn all the years
1.
after, and are tnrobbing now,"
Sensory appeal cannot be overemphasized in the suc-
cessful interpretation of poetry or drama . The nature of
tnis appeal has led to empatxiy, that is, the placing of the
self in the position or circumstance of another whether it
be exaltation or degradation, seeing with his eyes, feeling
through his nerves, speaking in his mood, and with his voice.
True empathy may produce marked moral and social attitudes,
for in the place of a beggar one may feel the bitterness of
poverty; on the throne of a king, one may view the world as
a monarch; in the garb of a sinner, one may experience the
darkness of sin. Tne following sonnet from a nign school
t. Auslander, J. anr"Hill7~F7 The Winged'HorseT ^~53

author, well illustrates this point.
(36)
Lady Macbeth
An eerie whiteness through the withered trees
Had caught the tragic setneas of hex face.
The awful stillness of an eye that sees
Beyond the outer world, far into space;
—
And then she roused nerself, and o»er her lips
There played a smile of reckless bitterness
As one that from a poisoned chalice sips
And, knowing, drinks the drugs, with oarelesaness
:
"I gambled and 1 lost a worthless game
But better tham than not have lived at all.
Tne foolish moth that hovered 'round the flame
At least had felt the fire before its fall. 1.
I gave myself to Chance and now to Death,
-
Perhaps we'll meet in well, -who Knows—Macbeth?"
Marguerite Deraarest
Williamsport High School
Williamsport , Pa.
Such a response to literature demonstrates the
fact that there has been created a love for the beautiful;
a certain self levelopment gave birtn to new ideas. It is
this manner of reaction that is sought in an animated high
school composition. Tne correlation made between literature
and composition is a vital one. The diligent instructor will
see that the encouragement of such work will bring lasting
results
.
1. A Youthful Constellation, (19295, p. 9
cr
Observation
Again, I must say that keen observation and graphic
phrasing go hand in hand in creative composition. No doubt
many individuals are questioning the instrument which has
been called opportunity. They are thinking—^whereby may
we develop tnose innate potentialities? I may answer this
briefly. First, there must exist within the individual an
appreciation of his environment, that is, an appreciation
for the beauty near at hand. Witn determination on the
part of the person, this appreciation may come forth natural-
ly in the flow of poetic language.
Dr. S. C. deSilva, principal of the Vineyard School
of Expression, Oak Bluffs, Massachusetts, has recognized
the untold value of such a spirit. "Every morning a little
Portuguese flower vender, with the blue of the night in her
hair and eyes, and the music of the s^a in her voice, is
seen making her rounds in the town of Oak Bluffs, selling
her flowers to the summer visitors. Her dimpled cheek and
teeth like pearl, regeal a emile never to be forgotten."
The following is a tribute to the little venier, Margarila:
Flowers you bring each day
Wet with tears of dew;
Plucked from bow'rs of love.
Tied with the heart of you.
Tender thoughts of joy,
Whisper fond and true-
Are ecnoes from my heart.
Of you. Mar gar i da, of you.
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Dr. de Silva in his many poems illustrates repeatedly
the art of natural expression through poetry. In response to
the call of ths wild roses which are so abundant on the island,
he has written the following:
To A Wild Rose
Thou fair'et of all the roses.
Blushing in thy crimson glory;
Well hast thou fulfilled, thy mission.
Well dost thou reveal the story
Of what a perfect blossom is.
There hidden in thy golden heart,
A promised garden therein lies.
Of fragrant bloom, of thee a peirt.
Gentle sunbeejns Kiss tny petals.
And twilight breezes woo thee too;
The butterfly has sipi.^ea thy nectar.
The early aawn crowned tnee with dew.
Thy beauty's caroled everywhere,
The winds proclaim it to the trees;
The pink arbutus, waving grass.
And to the deep and distant seas.
When I behold thy beauty rare,
in my soul sadness, longings lie
To know that at tne height of fame.
All eaxthly tnings must fade and die.
To the most picturesque setting on the island of
Martha's Vineyard, the Gay Head Cliffs, Dr. de Silva with
his attuned ear, nas given to maakind the following picture:

Colorful Gay Head
The vaxi-coloreci cliifs.
Reflecting nalcyon allies
And purple peaiJS agleam.
Above tne ocean rise.
"The bow of promise" o'er
Thy crested breast is seen;
The violet of dawn
Where hues impearled hath been.
Apollo's facile brush
In crimson glow and gold
Imprints the blush of heav'n
In flashes strong ana bold.
Thy gorgeous banics of clay
Jut bold into the sea.
Thy proud and rugged head
Stands out majestically.
The Indian staid, serene.
Ere white man sailed his shore
Hath learned thy hidden story.
Thy rich and sacred lore.
rie knows thy treasured banKs
^6 birdlings know their nest.
As papoose knows its mother,
He knows thy kindly breast.
Gay Headl thy beacon-light
E'er ^aides the ships by night.
And stands by day a symbol
Of beauty, peace and might'.
The artist seeks thy solace
Witn pencil, brush and skill.
Depicting that the world
Beholds thee at his will.
On walla of memory
Thy prscious pictures rare
Are placed in loved remembrance
To live forever tnere.
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The great poets have had their eyes and hearts at-
tuned to the beauties flowing out from nature's storehouse.
Virgil found from nature the inspiration for his first poems;
tne simple things of life—farmers, shepherds, seasons, land-
scapes, flowers, orchards—were the framework for his Eclogues.
This nature study was used toy him as an introduction to a ro-
mantic understanding of the life of reality beyona the mere
visible world. The Georgics bear him again as a poet with a
heart akin to nature. "It was his intent, proudly and lyrical-
ly, to teach the nobility of labour in the fields, to show the
strength tha,t could be derived from closeness to nature and the
bliss which living near to the soil gave to the soul. He
wished to contrast the simplicity, safety, and sanity of such
a life with the luxury and sickness of tne woria. He wished
to link up the ideal of a lifetime of rough labour with the
1.
splendours of Italy and the grandeurs of Rome."
William Wordsworth was a keen observer, and from con-
templation on what he had seen, he wrought mighty verse. In
LINES COMPOSED A FEW MILES ABOVE TINTEPN ABBEY, he related
the healing wnicn nature had worked in nim through her hills
and forests. He seemed never to tire of nature, but he be-
came more enraptured as the years progressed.
To reiterate,— observation is the chief tool of the
poet. At times it would be wise to set aside conventionalism
in teaching, and give way to methods that may be experimental
along this line. The instructor must discover the particular
interests of the students; he may make use of this enthusiasm,
and cause them to be used as a background for composition.
1. Auslander, J. and Hill, F. The Winged Horse, p. 73
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It is a fact that if one is deeply interested in a subject,
the first step is made toward phrasing vividly. Nevertheless,
the acquisition of words and a mastery of language are neces-
sary before he can portray to others what he has seen.
Upon his arrival at a quiet country town on a holiday,
John Keats was overtaken by the quietness of the place. It
was this tnat gave him the material for his poem fHE EVE OF
ST. MARK.
Upon a Sabbath-day it fell;
Twice holy was the Sabbath-bell,
That call'd tne folis: to evening prayer;
The city streets were clean and fair
From wholesome drench of April rains;
And, on the western window panes.
The cnilly sunset faintly told
Of nnmatur'd green valleys cold.
Of the green thorny bloomless hedge.
Of rivers new with spring-tide sedge.
Of primroses by sheltered rills.
And daisies on the aguish hills.
Twice holy was the Sabbath-bell:
The silent streets were crowded well
With staid and pious companies.
Warm from their fire-side orat'ries;
And moving, with demurest air.
To even-song and vesper prayer.
Each arched porch, and entry low.
Was fill'd with patient folk and slow.
With whispers hush, and shuffling feet.
While play 'a the organ loud and sweet. 1.
1. Auslander, g. and 'HIiT,~T; The 'Winged Horse, p. 396

PART 11
A Study of Creative Writing in the High School
An Estimate
As a result of the survey I h?ve made concerning
Creative Writing in the High School, I found the woric of
a fine standard. Naturally the size of each school was to
be considered in relation to its publications, but general
ly speaiiing, high school students are keenly awake to the
call of creative endeavor. Sneaking particularly of verse
the work of the Williamsport High School of Pennsylvania
in tne anthologies of 1938 and 1939, is admirable. The
poetry and prose published in the Latin School Register of
the Boston Latin School, cannot be overestimated; tne work
is to be commended not only for originality, but for pro-
fundity of thought.
The school newspapers are of a very high order.
Tne Crane Teen Chronicle, the weeKly newspaper published
by tne Crane Technical Hign School of Chicago, is made up
of four large size pages of six columns. The Observer,
a newspaper published semi-montnly by tne students of the
Decatur High School of Illinois, is an attractive paper of
five columns. The platform of tne paper is as follows:
1. To promote good scholarship.
3. To encourage wortny sonool enterprises.
3, To build up respect for recognizea autnority.
4. To foster love and loyalty for the scnool
.
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Tne South High Beacon, published by the students
of journalism of the 'South High School of Cleveland, Ohio,
has been for six years the State Trophy Winner. The seven
lengthy columns deal with subjects pertaining to atudent
activities and interests. On page two tnere is a column
neaded Pages from NotebooKs, and the editor's note:
"Each week the Beacon publishes in this column themes sub-
mitted by English teacners. These themes are taKen from
1.
the best worK: of the class."
From the "What's What", the bi-monthly newspaper of
the Hunter College High School of New York City, one glances
at many attractive column captions: Vox Populi, "I Do So De-
clare", Taking a Peep, Book Review, and Inkview; the Taking
a Peep Column deals with subjects of educational interest.
There is much benefit to be received through exchange
of publications. I venture to say that many scnools would
be inspired to start tneir own creative work if they were to
observe the splendid type oi creative composition brought out
through student publications. Such work oi originality is
reconstructing tne subject oi high school composition.
1. The South High Beacon, (March 36, 1931), p. 2
cc
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High School Poetry from School Publications
Elaine
Elaine, the fair, the lily maid
Of the dusky halls of Astolat,
Whose beaded sleeve one day in joust
Was worn by bold Sir Lancelot'.
She met him in the dawn of life
As flowers greet tne rising sun;
He left ner as a drooping bud
Before her life had scarce begun.
He rode away without a word.
Nor heard that plaintive, piercing cry,
"In vain, in vain. It cannot be!
Ke will not love me I Must I die?
She wandered through her castle yard;
She gazed at forms, yet saw them not;
And many a night wide-eyed she lay.
Her fevered mind with fancies wrought.
Deatn beckoned her, the lily maid.
Away beyona tnat poplar tall.
Where she had been in childhood told.
Lay Arthur's rich and courtly hall.
Then sne , with lilies in ner nand.
Arrayed in splendor, so tney say.
Ana lying on a cnariot bier
Of blackest samite, sailed away.
At dawn of day she reached the court
Where all her gentle beauty praised.
Lancelot mused at her tnat day, 1.
And o'er her grave his shield was blazed.
Helen Lewis
Williamsport High School
This poem illustrates the correlation that is pos-
sible through creative composition. The source of in-
spiration—Tennyson's Lancelot and Elaine, has been vivid-
ly used . It is not the rhyme but the rhythm which en-
ables this to be characterized as a poem. I consider this
composition to be of high rank because it is true to its
source, and its interpretive thought is realistic.
1. Verse, Williamsport High School XVSZQj

To Walt Whitman
(35)
Walt Whitman, you satisfy me;
You maice me feel strength in my weaknesses
You make me want to laugh, think, sympathize,
adore my companions;
You fill me with a delicious rosy substance for
everyone
:
So that I would stretch my narrowness
Until the whole universe feels the pressure of
ray flesh. 1.
The appreciative note is dominant in this poem.
Sensory impressions constitTjte the main portion of the
thought. While it is brief, it leads one to a realiza^
tion of the writer's reaction to Walt Wliitman's worlds.
These are ray hills for you who have not seen
The lifting of their breasts, tneir arcning heads
Beneath the shattered stars, beneath the wind;
Seeker of Beauty, Spinner of silver threads.
This is the sudden green, and tnis, the sweep
Of mist persisting downward, (never up).
Creeping along the dropping current, down
Into the roots, into the pulsing cup;
Spinner of Beauty, Seeker of Warmth and Light,
This is the swirl of dawn, and tnis , the rush
Of sun, care.^ning upward, (never down).
Up to tne top, up to the opal nush
—
These are the birds, these are the ceaseless wings.
Searcher of Beauty, Seeder of Lifted Song,
Tnese are the pipings—these are the crystal notew,
Tnis is the rain, with shining, careless beat,
(Keeper of Beauty, Holder of Glowing Things),
Piercing the thrusted cur^e, the moulded drift.
Drenching the song, tne warmth, tn^ lignt, tne wings,
Tnese are r.y hills for you who have not seen
Their rounded pinnacles—their sweep press
Into the sky, and into the stars and wind.
Seeker of Be-i^uty, Seeker of Loveliness. 3.
Raymond McMahon
Williamsport Hign School
These Are My Hills
Anna Elizabeth Bennett
Girls' High School
Brooklyn, . Y.
1
.
Verse, Williamsport HiglPSchdol ~Xl^^
3. Blue and Gold (1930) p. 17
Ci
The rhythm of the poem THESE ARE MY HILLS has an
unusual power. The author, a keen observer, who is ap-
preciative of natural beauty, has expressed her reactions
to the blessed life of tne out of doors. Sne has made
every effort to describe accurately so that the reader
might see tne object as it really is.
Morning
There is a blueness in tnis morning's 3:<y
That veils the wind-wild glitter of the maddened sun.
As placid words can cloak with seeming calm
An ancient prayer to the Sternal One. 1.
Sarah Simon
Girls' High School
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The contrast in thought contained in this brief
verse is worthy of attention; the blueness of the morning's
sky coppared with the peaceful words shows a depth of
thought which if far from artificial. The message is firm-
ly established through the careful selection of words.
Quo Vadimus
Joy is naught but a question mark
Within the scroll of fate.
And the book of life is 'out a book.
But ieatn is our mystic mate.
Tne gift of wealth is but a drop
In the bottomless pit of cnenoe.
And the birth of man is but a step
In Nature's dizzy dance.
The cloak of life is wearily shed
When the God of Death has won.
And the cloak is laid in a hallowei spot.
But the soul of man lives on. 3.
Dana A. Sennit ticind
Boston Public Latin School
1. Blue and Ool^~^(l'§S6) p7 iS
3. Latin School Register, (1931), p. 30
n
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The poem QUO VADIJjIUS is true to the type of quatrain
in which only the second and fourth lines rhyme. i have
"been moved by tiie philosophical trend of thought coming out
of so many poems toy high school students. Tnis one depicts
such an inclination. While it is simple in form, it excells
in thought
.
Is Age so Far Removed from Youth
Is age so far removed from y uth?
It cannot when it would reflect.
Sit by the fireside age so loves.
And search the flames in retrospect.
Is age of such a distant day.
When bells of memory are rung?
They cannot ring the decades back
To times when even age was young.
Tfiough age has wisdom for its boon
And years teach all of life's sweat truth,
I will not tatce the veil of years
Without the memory of youth. 1.
Edward ri. Martin
Boston Public Latin School
Tne interrogation in tnis composition is impelling,
and it at once carries the reader to the main thtjught of the
writer. Composed on the seime quatrain standard as hereto-
fore mentioned, it bears witness to the depth of original
thought that lies within our classrooms.
1. Latin School Kegister ."TrS^^irTT-

Moonlit Snowflakea
There '3 loveliness abroal to»-night;
There's beauty lost too soon
In the silver-gleaming earth alight
With the shining of the moon.
Like strange, white moths the feather flakes
Light soft upon my face;
Against the sky their whit3ness makes
A fragile, silver lace.
Their evanescent loveliness
And beauty die too soon.
But in my heart a vision lives
—
Their beauty 'neath the moon. 1,
Herman LeVine
New Haven High School
Connecticut
A poem deeply inspired through sensory impressions
is this composition by Herman LeVine. The diction is
particularly appropriate to the rhythmical picture.
Offering
I will take golden songs
Into the night
With me.
I will dip them in the daJk blue splendor
Of the heavens
And drop tnem in tne strange
,
Cold rivers of the moon
I will fling them
To tne gleaming stars
Tnrougn tne jasmine-scented air
And hide them in the willow trees
That guard the river path.
Then I will take the moonbeam road;
And when I reach tne vaulting blue,
1*11 make the gold songs silver poems
And give tnem, with my heart, to you, 3.
Patty Anquillare
New Haven High School
Connecticut
1, The Hillhouse Gleam7Tl^30T7 p. 16
3, op. cit. , p. 51
I
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The awing and the diction of the poem OFFERING is
alluring. Golden songs, the daric blue splendor of the
heavens, the strange, cold rivers of tne moon, tne jas-
mine-scented air are all suggestive word pictures.
""J The Passing of a Train at Ni^ht
A long white shaft of light;
Two melodious hoos of the whistle;
A hiss of steam and a noise oi smootnly working machinery as grsat
drivers flash up and down, causing ironshod wneels to
revolve;
The open door of the firebox glaring like a great red eye in
contrast with the dark bulks of freight cars moving slowly
aloi[^g tb the clattering of the rail joints;
A lighted aaboose at the end;
Two red lights;
Then suddenly all is gone
Leaving only the silent rails stretching onwara, shining in the
moonlight. 1.
Thus passes a train.
Edward Uhl
New Haven High School
A characteristic illustration of free verse is this
poem. The poet's choice of diction is a commanding choice.
As one reads, one cannot help seeing and nearing this night
train.
1. The Hirniouse "Gleam, (1930}, p. 3^
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Souls
"There's no such things as souls," he said.
Ah, fool, you were men better dead.
11 souls were not, could beauty thrive?
Could poetry be kept alive?
If life were not by "oeauty kisaed.
Could love and laughter still exist?
If souls were but a myth of man.
Not part of God's eternal plan.
This life would not be glorified.
By a nereafter wnen it died. 1.
Edward H. Martin
Boston Public Latin School
Both rhyme and rnythm are prominent in this verse,
but the distinguisning feature is its profundity of thought,
if one were to aees. a background for the poem, he could
the
imagineAforce of the argument between tne two characters;
this would be supported by the strenjcn of tne evidence
presented in the poem.
Autumn Leaves^
The russet leaves of the sycamore
Lie at last on the vs.lley floor.
Swept by the autumn winds to ana fro,
LiJse gnosts in a tale of long ago.
Shallow and clear tne ory leaves glide
From the sycamore trees on the mountain side. 2
Harry Maietta
Williamsport Hign School
A simple form of rhyme scheme is used nere in
conveying this autumnal picture to the reader. Tnough
brief, it is comprenensive , and it rightfully serves as
an example of composition in which the inspiration has
been drawn from the environment.
1. Latin School Register, (1930), p. 13
3. A Youthful Constellation, (1939), p. 16
€>
(41)
Sonnet
That we should die is not so very much,
not more than "being born it seems to me.
We were and are and know that it will be,
and that is all. Tnere is no bony touch,
nor childish finger to make a careless
smutch
upon the clean walls of my vsrity,
no proffered poppy taken wearily,
no desperate dream or eyeless faith to
clutch.
Only things too small and large to seize,
what man has known the stars benind
tne moon,
and who has ever seen tomorrow dawn?
And what is life and death but sounds like
these
,
short words for pedagogues to twist and
tune
and strike their own peculiar note upon? 1.
Robert Rosecrang
OaK Park and River Forest
Township high School
Illinois
Tnis is truthfully a philosophical sonnet. Wnile
it is modern in its structure, it is ancient in its thought.
If sucn meditations shoi^ld remain unexpressed, our loss
from the standpoint of compisition, would be a heavy one.
At a first glance one thinks tnat the author intends to
for
to follow the Petrarchan model A^' the rhyme scheme, but
deviation from this form is evident as one reads further.
3
1. Tabula, (1930} , p. 18

A Word Picture
(43)
Tnen suddenly, from off the sea.
The waves were lapping peacefully.
And Beauty stood in every tree
Along tne snore.
The air was still as it could be.
And all things were , or seemed to be
In perfect, quiet harmony
Along the shore
.
Then suddenly, from off the sea,
A wind blew in, so wild, so free.
It stripped the leaves from every tree
Along the shore.
The tumbling waves broke noisily,
Tne wind howled on in awful glee.
And Winter wandered restlessly
Along the shore, 1.
Janet Stevens
Oak Park and River Forest
Township High School
While the monotone here is conspicuous, tne re-
frain ma.J£S3 the poem appealing. The sound of the
waves is realistically expressed tnrougn tnis refrain.
The seasonal element adds beauty to the artistic por-
trayal, and makes it a flashing word picture.
1 . Tabula, U?30J , p. 9.
c
Gayety
(43)
Tingling, jingling sounds of laughter
Wafted through the cool night air.
Overhead bright lights ablasfeing
At the county fair.
Gayly frolic carefree hundreds.
Laughing, shouting joyously.
Music, lights, ana sparkling color—
isioise and gayety.
Mad with pleasure, thougntlesa, needless.
Whirls the merry madcap throng.
Talking, shouting, playing, dancing.
Drowning cares in song.
Cymbals crashing, drums abooming.
Crowds careening here and there;
Lignts aglowing, streamers blowing.
Blaring, glaring fair. 1.
Grover Cronin, Jr.
Boston Public Latin School
The appeal of tnis poem is directly to tne senses,
and its diction has been skillfully arranged.
Upon Reaohing Ciiioago
Much have I traveled in the fair state
of Wisconsin,
And many goodly parts of Minnesota
have I seen;
Full many a time have I in North
Dakota been.
Still my allegiance did these not win.
For my hopes on one famed city did I pin
Which villainous Capone ia said to
rule as his demesne.
Yet never beheld I this impressive
scene
Till I its limits came to live within
Then felt I like the struggling busi- Ruth Hartig
ness youth Englewood High Sch.
When he the presidency of the firm Chicago, Illinois
attains
.
Or like the aspiring barrister, in sooth
Who by his victory great laurels gain.
Is well content with the result; in truth
Well repaid for all his pains. 3
1. Latin School Register, U93i;, p. "30
3. The "E" Weekly iMar. 36, 1931), p. 3
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Undoubtedly the author of the poem UPON PEACHING
CHICAGO is an admirer of John Keats. Nevertheless, she
has deviated from the form of the model. The observational
element lends interest to the thought.
Westminster Abbey
With due respect and reverence I tread
Among remains of Britain's honored dead.
Here lies a scholar diligent, whose mind
Discovered truths to benefit mankind;
A man whose use on earth none could deny.
But he in all his wisdom had to die.
Death conquers all, the lowly and the great.
No man is there who can escape this fate.
There lies a soldier brave, a man of might.
The conqueror in many a stirring fight.
But then came death and conquered even him.
For all men lose that final battle grim.
There lies the body of a former kin^.
Whose praises once all Britain rose to sing.
But now that body lies "oeneatn the sod.
And he obeys the mandates of his God,
With those who once before him bended knee,
A greater King now has their fealty.
What difference where men's ashy bodies lie'.
The soul lives on; no, never shall it die.
The poor that followed righteous paths will be
Greater in God's domain than royalty, 1.
Grover Cronin, Jr.
Boston Public Latin
The limitations of mortality are depicted in
these lines. There is a somber rhythm that furnishes
the poem an appropriate background. The couplet form
is used wisely to express the extensive yet compact
thougnt of the author. The poem is also distinguished
by its subject, which wnile borrowed from literature,
is used in the expression of creative thought.
1. Latin School Register, [132)0), Vol. Bt), No.~B, p."IB"
I
Sonnet 1 (45)
In drowsy, empty moments, when it seems
That I have ceased to want you so, a host
Of memories will crowd my startled, dreams
And hoping to forget, I shall remember most;
The queer, half-moc Icing way you smiled at me.
The way you ran slim fingers thru your hair.
Ah, brown demanding fingers that I see
Against a crimson dress you used to wear I
Perhaps a crimson kiss, a crimson dress
Might fade with time into a dying gray.
Your hungry voice, a faded nothingness,
A husky plea that calls and drifts away
But, oh, your eyes, your eyes, will never let
Me know the meaning of the word "forget." 1.
Marguerite Demarest
Will iairisport High School
This sonnet is to be welcomed in this col-
lection of high school verse, for it is a very
restrictive form. The vividness of recollection
coming from the experience of the author is easily
discerned. Althougn limited to fourteen lines,
the rhythm is unending . Because of this, the
sonnet should be highly commended.
Earth-Song
I heard the red earth sing as it flew on its way.
And the vastness of its music held me in its sway;
Oh, mighty was its measure and wild was its clang.
And a hundred million miles away the brassy planets
rang;
Tne Shouting of the multitude was in the song sublime.
And the rhythm swift of passions and of darkflowing
crime
;
Pulsing waves of melody dashed against the stars.
And dominated, triumphed o'er the angry-gleaming
Mars
.
Streaming echoes in its waH:e , tne earth flew on
apace
,
And tne tumult of its rushing song filled the halls
of space. 3.
Priecilla Elmer
Oak Park and Piver Forest
Township High School
Illinois
1 , A Youthful Constellation" ^1939}
, p. 9
3, Tabula, (May 1931), p. 3
r
(46)
The same rhythmical element is prominent in the
EARTH-SONG. In ten lines, the author expresses in unity
the complete imaginative thought. The unusual subject
places it in a distinct class of creative endeavor.
Words
Words are silver,
They drop like ringing metal
And echo in tne air like bells
—
Ringing, cniming,
like bells.
Words are music.
They sing like courting love-birds
And pierce the deep silence like flutes
—
Thrilling, rhyming.
Like flutes.
Words are fairies.
They flit by us so airily
And caper in tne air like elves
—
Laughing, playing.
Like elves. 1.
Dorothy Look
Oak Bluffs High School
The simile is used expressively in this portrayal.
The words have been carefully and thoughtfully chosen to
carry out the rhythmical comparisons. Tne refrain of on-
ly two words gives a fitting ending to each verse. It
is interesting to note how naturally the comparisons are
expressed, for they are not nlothed in weighty but simple
language
.
1. The Beacon, U93i;, "p. 1^

A Reverie
(47)
I slumbered just to vision things;
I met the gods and was their gxiest.
And every god had wish to speak;
But gentle Zephrus knew me best.
I rode with Zephyrus in the breeze
O'er startled waves that leaped to see.
And climbed Olympus' mystic crags
^
Bright clothed in clouded canopy.
I viewed the earth from heavenly towers
Arrayed in splendor all its own.
Yet seemed it like a dreary place
To one who'd seen the kingdom's throne.
I turned from wandering unbound skies.
And traveling heavenly heights on wings
To ride with Zephyrus back to earth
And change my thoughts to simple things.
I saw a stranded ship at sea.
No wind, and there it helpless lay.
But Zephyrus blew the craft to shore.
Back to its home port in the bay.
A land that needed light lay cold.
And darkening clouds were hovering o'er.
But Zephyrus blew the clouds away
And sunsnine lit the lowland moor.
The giant wings of mount:- in mills.
Unturned by highland winds, lay still.
But Zepnyrus stirred tnose sleeping arms.
And brushed the brow of every hill.
Then Zephyrus left me in the vale.
And voiced his farewell in the trees;
But I 'Still dreaimed and slumbered on.
Till he awoke me with his breeze.
I 'woke to half believe tne myth
That super-humans really live
Who guide our lives and destinies
And grant to us wh?t tney can give. 1.
William Mundell
Brattleboro High School
1. The Dial ( Feb. 1931), p. 5.
f
(48)
A REVERIE is admirable since it is so highly-
imaginative and conclusive in thought. The structure
of the poem is a simple one. While the rhyme is not
unified, it illustrates the poetic trend of ability
among high school students.
War
The sound of the cannon, drum, and fife.
This is tne song of a solaier's life.
Faded the song,—tne echoes we fear,
—
These—not the sounds we like to hear.
You see him as he marches by.
His blood of youth soars to tne sky.
A young man marching off to war.
To give his life; could he give more?
A sad old fatner , a sorrowful motner,
A tearful sister, a lonesome brotner:
These are tne ones ne leaves benina.
If, for glory, nis deatn he find.
Oh why will nations disagree?
A crime like war dhould never be'.
We honor the lead tnis Memorial day,
God grant, that no more will die this way.
They died for their country, in glory all.
They answered the trumpet, heard its call.
Yet some day the time will come.
When everlasting peace is won. 1.
Bella Klein
Roxbury Memorial high School
Interest in the affairs of the social order
is evident in tnis poem. The sensory impressions
here are enduring ones; tne desire of the poet is
a worthy one. Here again the most common stanza
1. The Enterprise, t lay 19'3U]r, p. 18"
I
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structure is used. This type of tne quatrain is very
appropriate for the subject since it gives a martial tone
to the poem.
Three DarK Pines
Three dark pines against the sky.
In suneet lights a silhouette.
Three dark pines upon the heights,
A common sight, and yet
—
Stately boughs outlines.
An awesome spectacle to see;
Wind-blown and storm-tossed,
Yet strong, enduring, like the sea.
Their heals up-heia in priae.
Thus privileged to stand
And gaze, unbent by storm
As sentinels, out o*er the land. 1.
Dorothy look
Oak Bluffs High School
Another rhythmical picture is here expressed.
The inspiration from natural surroundings is powerful
in these lines. It is a picture in twelve lines that
is vivid in its setting; its strength lies in the fact
that it is soothing to the mind.
The Wind Bloweth
(A dirge for Bonn Byrne)
Weaver is lost from nis loom
—
No voice for the snuttle-song.
No hands in the Sad One's room
For spinning the thread along.
Armagn is bride widowed.
Anj. sits alone at the bier.
Hearing tne winas complain.
Hoping that he will hear.
Weaver is lost from his loom
—
No vice for the shuttle-song.
No hands in the Sad One's room
For spinning the thread along. 2.
Jack Gibbons Morris
Oak Park and River Forest H.S.
1. The Beacon, (l93i;, p. I"^"^
2. Tabula, (May 1931), p. 37

(50)
In THE WIND BLOWETH th§ rhythm is pertinent to
the thought of the verses. The sensory impression of
hearing is the dominative factor in the poem. Such a
sensory appeal at once compels tne attention.
The Dancer
Scarlet of lip and bright of eye.
With apangled sKirt and graceful
shawl
,
The sparkling jewels and fan held high.
The dancer poised like a lovely doll.
Graceful as a reed she swayed.
Bestowing glances as she danced.
While 'rouna her bright tne spotlight
played.
Ana wond'ring audience gazed entranced.
Sne danced her way into their hearts,
Alignt with color and full of grace,
Straignt and sure as the Love god's darts.
Care and sorrow sne did erase.
One last twirl and heads were craned
To watcn the finish of a lovely part.
The music stopped and silence reigned,
A public (s tribute to a perfect art. 1.
Rita Shore
Roxbury Memorial High School
Acute powers of observation are combined with skill
in phrasing these lines. While the meter is uneven, the
power of the words leads to an estimate of the poem which
is bright in detail. Because of its active diction and
appropriate coloring, it illustrates tne variety^experi-
mental expression on the part of youth.
1. The Enterprise, (May 1931 p. 19
f
Sunrise and Sunset
The sun has risen on the bloody plains;
The hapless captive tears nis wretched
chains;
Unlucky Gaul "by Rome is now laid waste;
The Hun, the Frank, the Goth, deplore
their haste;
And 'mid their kind in darker worlds be-
low.
Cower and shrink before a greater glow.
A thousand weary years have run their
course
,
And Rome no longer rules the world with
force;
The fierce barbarian hordes prepare the
fall;
At night they rush upon the sleeping wall.
And crush the mighty town to tiny dust.
The shining steel of Caesar lies in rust I
The fiery vortex of the golden west
Now draws the weary, wasted sun to rest. 1.
Mason Nottingham
Oak Park and River Forest
Township High School
This is an example of the correlation that is
possible between history and composition. It is dif-
ferent from other poems because its subject matter is
presented in striking elements of contrast: the ris-
ing and the setting of the sun; the rise and fall of
mankind. A detailed observation coming from the study
of history coupled with the writer's contemplation is
evidenced here; it is this that makes it an influential
example in creative composition.
1. Tabula, ^May 1931}, p. 66
Boston University
Sci^ool of Education
Library -
ft
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Pen Sketche s of New England
Weeping, teary lady.
Capricious, elfisn humor;
Time of anticipation
Filled with verdant story.
Revere rides out anon:
April in New England.
Clouds of pink and gold.
Sprays of tender green;
Gnarled gray trunks reaching
Toward "blue skies sunny;
Zephyrs so enchanting:
May in New England.
Moonlight and roses,
Cupid's darts and weddings;
Rows of graduates.
Threshold of Life's adventure;
Blossoming tender buds
:
June in New England'. 1,
Marie Hunter
Memorial High School
This is an interesting atte.'r.pt at a pen sketch.
However, the form as well as the rhythm could be improved.
To A Tortoise
Oddity of nature, since early days of time
Thou hast inha"bitea tne ponderous ocean
waves
.
Thy grotesq-ue figure, rising from foamy rime.
Seems like a prophecy of someone who saves.
Even as the sea thy giant carcass laves.
As the ocean horses leap gaily in and out.
Thy mottled, misty shell, submerged by
moving sand.
Reminds one of the years, lived around,
about
These shores, where, resting on the drier,
distant land.
Humanity's abodes lay, with flirt and flout
Of impatient ways, that lead to frown and
pout
Thou, slow, steady tortoise, with wisdom
born of age,
Goest slo-^ly on thy way, with patience in
thy gait
.
Well knowest thou the loss, thou earnest,
ancient sage.
Incurred in impatience, at the hands of
Fate; 2^,
And so, thou journeyest on, bestie thy pa-
tient mate.
Boston

( (53)
Shrewd thought as well as observation stand behind
the composing of tne poem TO A TOPTOISE. However, the
similarity of sound are an impediment in the work.
Darkness
The afternoon ia fading; scarlet gleams
O'er the misty cloud that lingers still;
A bubbling wind moves in pale, silent
draams
,
And slower falls upon the tiny rill.
The trailing sun leaves droplets in its
wake
,
Recalling myriad red-golden rays
That fell, unheeding, on the ones who make
Dreams true, from countless sweaty days.
Sly crept up the villain monster, fast
Upon the track, with softly padding feet.
Following the beam of light that past
Not long before, along the busy street,
DarKness was the traitor's name; so dim
His face appears, and yet, a star of light
In a softly-waving feather, tall and slim.
Showed his life to be an Indian. Guided
right.
Guided, by the last tnin streak leading soon
To the last lair of the sun, not and fierce;
When appeared the fragrant breath of the
moon.
Smiling, with no fiery dart to pierce.
No barbed preng to dart amia the tired crowd
When the day of toil was over, gone, done;
For, protected by tne cloak of Indian shroud,
Sne smiles wweetly to tne iMight and ban-
ished sun. 1,
Marjorie June Sllicott
Girls' riign School, Boston
The meter of this poem could be impro Med. Like
many of the others, the words have been carefully chose»n,
but the irre^larity of the meter detracts from the real
value of the work.
t
1. Tne ^Distaff TTHec. 1930;
, p. ir
t
The Woolworth's Hour (54)
Between the sunrise and sunset
When the crowds are beginning to
thicken
Comes a time for the clerits down at
Woolworth* 3
That causes their heart beats to
quicken.
I hear in the store all around me
Tne clatter and clatter of feet.
The sound of my voice so tired as
"ten cents, please," I rspeat.
From my counter I see in the dim light
Advancing tne aisle towards me.
Dark Alice and bleacned Rose and Etta
Ana with tnem the mus-<eteers three.
A giggle ana then a whisper
Yet I know by their smiling eyes
They've been scrimping and saving for
months now
To make this tour of buys.
A sudden rush from the doorway
A sudden raid from tne aisles
From four sides they surround me
And seize my mercantile piles.
I snrink baciv tnen from my counter
From the noise and confusion that's
there
.
If I try to escape they surround me
They seem to be everywhere.
They almost engulf me witn items
Th3ir arms all about me tney wave
Till I wonder if "honest Abe Lincoln"
Had rsally freed every slave.
Do you think, oh, my foolish patron.
Because of the rushing you do
Tnat when you have come to your turn
Tlere will be none left then for you?
For five years now I nave been iiere
They will not let me depart,
Tnough the work be hard and weary,
I must go on with my paxt.
Yes, and here I will be forever.
Ay, forever and a day.
Till the wails snail crumble to ruin
And mouider in aust away. 1.
Bernice B. Marc^as
Nicnolas Senn Hign School
1
.
The ^enn NewsTT AprflT, 1931 j , pT
if
(55)
The author of THE WOOLWORTH'S HOUR is a disciple
of Longfellow. Although her stanzas are composed of the
doubled quatrain, the poem revea.ls its model immediately.
The work is a good example of a poem fashioned after another
which is of high standing.
The Hill
To-night we'll climb our lonely hill
Where trees are trembling, saffron lace.
And autumn winds breathe warm and still,
To-night we'll climb our lonely hill
And I shall watch the moonbeams spill
Their gold u-oon your dusky face.
To-night we '11 climb our lonely hill
Where trees are trembling, saffron lace. 1
2fe,rguerite Demareat
Williamsport High School
The diction of this verse is selective ^d descriptive.
The first two lines of the verse which are repeated at the
end, add much rhythm. The adjectives are particularly well
chosen: lonely hill, saffron lace, and dusky face.
1. A Youthful Constellation, (1929), p. 8
I9
Part 111
Promotino; the Wri ting of Poetry and Prose
Classwork
"We are not primarily interested in making poets
or even in making writers; our purpose has been simply
to set up suoh an environment as might extend further
the possibilities in creative writing of pupils of high
1
.
school age." It should "be remembered that while we ma
succeed in awakening an appreciation for poetry in all
pupils, not all can be taught to write it well, but the
opportunity should be extended.
It should seem pertinent to begin the writing of
verse at a time when the class is engaged in a study of
poetry. Tne immediate situdy may taKe on new and en-
lightened purpose if suggestion is made concerning the
poems they may write later. Following the prefactory
remarks concerning poetry writing, rnythm stands next •
as an important subject for discussion. Call the at-
tention of the class to the importance of rhythm in the
world from the beginning of things—night and day, the
seasons, tne tides, our heart throbs, our breathing;
our need for sustenace and sleep. Read to the class
a realistic poem, perhaps Tne Hignwa^m^B .. by Alfred
Noyes. Give them a chance to detect not only rhyme and
rnythm, but harmony of sounds. Lead them to the under-
standing tnat poetry is purposely melodious, and that
while stanza patterns, rhyme, rhythm, and harmony are

(57)
the outward character ietios of poetry, they are less im-
portant than the words they convey; to write poetry, one
must have some thought or tense feeling which he wishes
to describe in language that will enable the reader to
see or feel the saine thing.
Not only from poetry should rhythm be studied, but
it should be observed in all writing of a literary character
Prose selections may be taken from Burke or Stevenson.
Through this comparative study, the student will be enabled
to see that rhythm is the essential characteristic of poetry
and that while rhyme has its place, it is only incidental.
The class ahould be led to see the importance of the
thought in back of the form in such a light that an ap-
preciation of poetic form will be possible. Give the group
enough time to appreciate rhythm, for appreciation cannot
be built up in a single day or through a single course, but
it will come through diligent and patient attention to the
masterpieces of literature.
From the study of poetry, versification should be
mastered to a certain extent. With that as a foundation,
the forms oi poetry may be introduced. Make vivid the fact
that tnere are many patterns which one may use for the ex-
pression of his thought. The instructor snould not fail
to Ccill the attention of the class to the fact that the
sevebth volume of Saplingcs containing tne prize winning
poems of the SCHOLASTIC National Contests in senior high
school poetry, was published in June 1933.

The instructor, aoeordlng to th© ©.bility of the ^
class,' will pyooeed in the order he detn^i beit. Siaee the
quatrain is the most coninon stanza structure in all ^^oetry,
coupled with the fact that it is rich in possibilities, the
class should be given an early opportunity to experiment.
The first arriuigement I shall mention is that in which the
first and third lines rhyme, as well as the second and fourth;
these may be expressed by the symbols SL-b-a-b-.
By the rude bridge that arched the flood, a
Their flag to April's breeze unfurled, b
Here once the embattled farmers stood a
And fired the shot heard sound the world, o
Ralph Waldo Emerson 1,
Queen, for whose house my fathers fought, a
With hopes that rose and fell, b
Red star of boyhood's fiery thought, a 2
Farewell.
Another way of constructing a quatrain is to rhyme
on the second and fourth lines -a-b-c-b-.
It was an ancient M?^riner a
And he stoppeth one of three b
"By thy long grey beard, and glittering eye, c
Now wherefore stopp'st thou me?" 3 b
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
Again, many quatrains may be formed of two couplets,
which may either be varied or identical in length.
The boys are up in the woods with day a
To fetch the daffodils away, a
And home at hoonday from the hills b
They bring no dearth of daffodils. 4. b
A. E. Housman
Another form of the quatrain is that in which tiie
first and last lines rhyme, and the two middle lines
form a couplet.
1. Untermeyer, L. The Forms of Poetry, ~p 65
2. Ibid., p. 66
3. Ibid., p. 56
4. Ibid., p. 67

See.' the lark starts up from his bed in the meadow there,
Breaking the gossamer threads and the nets of dew, b
And flashing a-down the river, a flame of blue.' 1. b
The kingfisher flies like an arrow, and wounds the air. 1^
Oscar TTilde
Still others are to be found which are written on
one rhyme, and others in which the first, second, and fourth
lines rhyme.
A French form of unlimited interest is the Quintet
or five line stanza.
Teach me half the gladness a.
That thy brain must know, b
Such harmonious madness a
From my lips would flow 2. b
The world should listen then—as I am listening now, b
To a Skylark—Percy Bysshe Slielley
For the acquisition of grace and skill, there is no
form more appropriate than the Triolet; it is a single
stanza of eight lines with only two rhymes—the first line
being repeated as the fourth, and the first and second
lines being repeated as the seventh and eighth lines.
With the smaller letters representing rhymes, and the
capital letters standing for lines, the formula for a
Triolet would hei. A-B-a-A-a-b-A-B
.
Easy is the Triolet,
If you really learn to make it
J
Once a neat refrain you get.
Easy is the Triolet.
As you see.' — I pay my debt
With another rhjrme. Deuce take it, 3
Easy is the Tri2)let,
If you really learn to ijpake iti
W. E. Henley
7 . Untermeyer, L.
2, Ibid., o. 69
3. Ibid., p. 92
The Forms of Poetry, p. 67
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Another form which may appeal to a group of high
school students is the Rondeau Redouble, which consists of
six quatrains rhyming on two alternating rnymes; the first
half of the first line is used after the last quatrain.
The main feature of this form is that each line of the first
quatrain is used as the last line of each succeeding verse.
Tne following vsrsion of Ode 26, Book: 1, by Horace, serves
as an excellent example
:
The Muses love me, and 1 am content;
Wnat are the shades of earth that 1 should fear?
The winds will sweep tnem into banisnment.
The sea will drag thaa to an emerald bier.
Let others qiaail and, trembling, force the tear.
And cringe, ^ith looics that on the ground are bent;
Let all the angry powers of air appear.
The llises love me—ajnd I am content.
What though no joy is given but only lent.
What though the ski s are overcast and drear;
I care ndt if the thundering neavens are rent
—
What are tne shades of eartn that I snould fear?
CCome then, wave-hearted nymph from Brooklets cleax.
Laughing at greater songs, you need not vent
Your proud disdain upon my verses here;
The winds will sweep them into banishment.
0 come, with perfumed words from Venus sent.
And twine a golden couplet for our cheer.
(ilind not the cares that m=.r our merriment;
The sea will drag them to an emerald bier.)
Attune my strings, and so, for many a year.
Singing of thee I will be diligent;
And even when the leaves of life are seie.
One thought will cheer me when all else is spent:
The Muses love me. 1.
Louis Untermeyer
1. Unt rmey- r , L. The Forms of Poetry, p. 75
•
(61)
While the sonnet is prominent in literature, the
teacher should not stress its importance as a poetic form
in this type of work. It is the exceptional student who
will be able to construct it sonnet, and from this standpoint,
it should be laentioned. It may prove helpful to recall that
the sonnet is a poem of fourteen lines divided into ti^o pfe.rts
the first eight lines being known as the octave and the
second six lines known as the sestet. Sonnets may be divided
into three general types: (l) The Petrarchan sonnet, (2) the
Shakespearean sonnet, and (3) the Miltonic (or unbroken) son-
net. For those exceptional students to whom the sonnet may
appefi.l, the most perfect example of the Petrarchan model may
serve as a guide.
Uuch have I travell 'd in the realms of gold, a
And many goodly states and kingdoms seen; b
Round many western islands have I been : b
Which bards in fealty to Apollo hold. a
Oft of one wide expanse had I been told a
That deep-brow 'd Haraer ruled as his demesne; b
Yet did I never breathe its pure serene b
Till I heard Chapman speak out louA and bold; 8.
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies c
When a new planet swims into his ken; d
Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes c
He stared at the Pacific—and all his men ^
Look'd at each other with wild surmise
—
Silent, upon; a peak in Darien. 1. d
—John Keats
1. Untermeyer, L. The Forms of Poetry, p. 87
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Free verse is a form which may lend itself to
particular individuals who prefer to embody their thoughts
in a form whicn has no limitation. Again, it may be used
by those wno are skilled in poetic form for the purposes of
description in the true spirit of poetic liberty. The in-
structor should cle-i.rly state that free verse is based up-
on a broad (and often irregular) movement rather than on a
fixed pattern. Perhaps tne most descriptive example of the
form is THE HOTEL by Harriet Monroe; this may be brought
before the class both visibly and audibly in order that
they may view the form as well as comprehend the meaning.
Creatige work in the classroom may be either fostered
or hindered according to the spirit of tne instructor; it
is he who must encourage the students to set out on tnis
adventure with a stirring faith in creation. The most op-
portune time for the writing of ver^e is the period when
the class is engaged in the study of poetry, for it may
give new charm to the immediate study as w:ll as light in
the future work. Their attention being called to the im-
portance of rhythm in the world, may enhance the a'imiration
for poetry and poetry writing; at the tame time, the im-
portance of thought must not be overlooked. The forms that
have appealed to me as most appropriate for high school
work are: the rondeau, the quatrain, the quintet, the trio-
let, the rondeau redouble, the sonnet, and free verse.

Club3
The club spirit pervades our acnools; it is the
natural inclination of youth to meet in an organized way
for social, liter ry, and business pupposes. Now it is
this very club spirit which may be used for the further-
|P'/> ance of creative writing. The mediocre literary club is
well known throughout our public school system, bu* the
club with the spirit of creativeness and rivalry in the
field of literature, is not so well known. When one re-
alizes how much may be done along this line, he sighs at
the scarcity of it.
A few concrete illustrations will emphasize the
importance of this instrument. The Scribblers' Club
of the Oak Park and River Forest Township High School
of Oak Park, Illinois, gives a notewrothy account of its
activities. It is a boys' literary club for the purpose
of promoting literary activity and good fellowship among
the boys of the junior and senior classes. To become
a member one must hive at least a passing grade in Eng-
lish as well as a sympathetic attitude toward the aims of
the club. The membership is limited to thirty-five in
number; members are chosen by the faculty advisor with
the assistance of other members of the faculty. The ap-
plicants for membership are reques-^-ed to hand in an orig-
inal story, essay, sketch, or poem, in order that selec-
^ tion may be made in a discriminating manner. "The great
requisitj^e in a "Scribbler', however, is not a finished
liters^ry style or astounding literary ability, but an
1. Blacisburn, Lura, Our High School Clubs, p. 57
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earnest interest in writing and a sincere desire to learn
more about the art."
After one has been accepted as a member, he becomes
a 'Scribbler' with accompanying responsibility. The club
is essentially a workshop, for it is a place where writers
may make known their work obtaining skill through practice
and constructive criticism. The membership list is divid-
ed into several groups, each of which is responsible for
furnishing manuscripts for every third meeting of the club.
Meetings are held at the close of school on eacn alternate
Tuesday during the period known as tne extracurricular or
club activities. The program committee has entire charge
of the session which consists of two phases—tne prelim-
inary business and the reading of manuscripts. The secre-
tary has been called "the principal toiler of the club",
for it is she wno records interesting, humorous, and nistori
cally exact occurrences in poetic form.. This organization
is one of the principal sources from which the school draws
literary material for its publications.
In the Sc.me school there exists a club for girls
which is known as the Story Club. The purpose of the
group is as follows: "To give all the girls who could
write a chance to wor^ out their ideas, and to gain the
inspiration tnat comes from an admiring audience, and the
1.
stimulation that comes from a critical one." In order
that tney may be constantly abreast with present writings,
the Golden Book, Harper's and Scribner's magazines oc-
cupy a very prominent place in tne club room.
1. Blackburn, L. Our High School Clubs, p. 103
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The national contests in writing conducted "by
the Scholastic Magazine have done mucn to promote the blub
attitude as well as tne spirit of emulation. The club is
an incentive to high standards in the classroom work,$or the
group will be particularly careful in producing only the best.
I am sure that schools wnich have not taken a part in this
activity are missing a fruitful enterprise.
Every school should havs several English Clubs axj-
cording to class divisions. The organization of such a
club may have its beginning at a mass meeting open to all
students who, during the preceding quarter made an honor
grade in English. Tne standards and purposes of tne or-
ganization should be set forth at this first meeting.
The teachers of English should be only advisory members
of the club since tne entire work is to be carried on by
the students. An executive committee may stand as the
center of the club's authority. The general program of
activities should be one of growing interest affording
each member the opportunity to express the best that is
within him.
It is not easy to estimate tne value of clubs for
creative activity in any school; it is rather an experi-
ment worth observing, for once tne authentic spirit finds
a way, it will thrive in its own soil. There is a spir-
it of assurance fostered tnrougn sucn group activity that
is unliK:e any other.

Methods
_
To speak of methods as purely methods, is not a
simple procedufe, but I shall speak of them in view of
the definite line of work to be accomplished. V/hen one
speaks of a method, it is likely to be viewed as a defined
or regular plan— an established form of systematic teach-
ing. However, in this situation, no one or two methods
will be satisfactory for everyone alike, for the individual
teacher will be the most accurate judge of his particular
cla.ss since he best knows his pupils, and their varied
abilities.
To start a class on the road to poetic expression,
the instructor must be certain that a substantial founda-
tion is laid, and from which future work may develop.
Audition should be first utilized as a potent instrument.
The following suggestions may prove helpful:
(1) Read to the class a number of interesting poems
both old and new.
(2) Choose one particularly for its simplicity of
rhythm and rhyme scheme. l,7ith this as an example, re-
peat it slowly as you write the scansion on the black-
board.
(3) Have them repeat it until the swing becomes
familiar.
(4) Have the class write lines of scansion pre-
senting them by "la la" or by clapping the hands.
(5) Have the class memorize one or two poems that
offer a definite aiDpeal.
(6) Agk the olasg to think of something that has

vividly impressed them; after the details have been recalled,
have them write it in prose and then in poetry.
(7) Have others write, if they wish, free verse;
this znay be tested by reading aloud.
"In criticizing the work of pupils either in classes
or in clubs, some famous dictums may be utilized,
the teacher thus putting the burden of authority on some-
body else. One of my favorites is this: Poetry should be
sincere, sensuous, and sensible. Another useful dictum
for critics is Uichael Angelo's famous epigram: 'The more
the marble wa,stes, the more the statue grows. ' This ap-
plies to poetry quite as well as to"'"sculpture.
"
Assignments concerning the writing of poetry should
be clearly made, for this may often be a strong force.
An outlined sheet should be handed to each student with
the assignments made out according to date and nature;
this will assist young authors in planning their work with
a definite aim in view. Do not fail to call the attention
of the entire group to commendable work; it is helpful to
the author as well as to other students.
Your students may delight in making an illustrated
book of verse; these may be made by individuals or by the
class cooperatively. By all means build up an an*hologyy
for publication at the close of the year, for this is what
will add charm to achievement.
Concerning prose writing, mythical themes have been
1, Sergent, IT. High School Poets, Progressive Ed. VI
(1^23), p. 283
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written "by all pupils in the 9A English classes at the
East Side High School of Madison, Wisconsin. During the
study of mythology, tnose who wished to do additional work
for extra credit wrote original myths dealing with gods and
goddesses, while others made booklets, crossword putozles,
or drew pictures relating to the deities. The following
subjects were used in tnis work: "Siefried and Sigraund",
"Why We Have April Fool's Day", "How Ws Happen To Have
Snow", "Why We Have Schools", and "How the Giraffe Got His
1.
Long Neck."
In prose writing, much use should be made of the
others studies in the curriculum. The teacher may as-
sign a theme in preparation for which the student must use
information from other departments. For example, a mem-
ber of the class may have a special interest in the field
of manual training. Such an assignment will be welcomed
by him as an opportunity to express his personal experiences
through the English composition. From the study of Eng-
lish Literature, many prose compositions may be produced.
After a study of the writings of Daniel Defoe, Jonathan
Swift, Joseph Addison, John Ruskin and many others, a
similar group of inspired compositions ibay be brought to
light .

PART IV
The Result 3 of Creati ve Work
Joy
Wherever the spirit of creation works, there is joy.
In the beginning, when God created the earth. He looked up-
on it and saw that it was good. There was an unfathomable
depth of joy in the heart of the Artificer, lor the richer
the creation, the greater the joy. He had brooded over
that vast chaotic realm; He rejoiced over accomplishment,
and that joy was abundant. "Consider exceptional joys like
those of the great artist who has produced a masterpiece,
of the scientific man wno has male a discovery or invention.
We sometimes say that they have woriced for glory and derive
their greatest satisfaction from the applause of mankind.
Profound mistake*. We care for praise in the exact measure
in which we feel not sure of having succeeded; it is be-
cause we want to be reassured as to our own value and as
to the value of what we have done that -^e seek praise and
prize glory. But he who is certain, absolutely certain
that he has brought a living work to the birth, cares no
more for praise and fe.ls himself beyond glory, because
there is no greater joy than thdt of feeling oneself a
creator. If, then, in every province, the triumph of
life is expressed by creation, ought we not to tnink that
the ultimate reason of numan lite is a creation which, in
distinction from tnat of the artist or man of science,
1. OB^of^n J^^enxy F. 'ljiedtivs Educ , in "^clToor "and "ColFege ,' "
p. 13-13

can be pursued at every moment and toy all men alike; I
mean a creation of self by self, the continual enrichment
of personality by elements which it does not draw from
outside, but causes to spring forth from itself?"
The short lyric, "Invention" by William Watson, ex-
presses this glowing feeling of joy:
I envy not the larii his song divine
Nor thee, 0 maid, thy beauty's faultless mold.
Perhaps the chief felicity is rr.ine.
Who hearken and behold,
The Joy of the Artificer Unknown,
Whose genius could devise the lark and thee
This, or a kindred rapture, let me own,
I covet ceaselessly I 1,
Self Discovery
To discover oneself, to icnow ones abilities in their
true range, to realize in tne most complete measure what one
can do and do well, is a thing to be valued. However, it
does not come without effort. Creative writing allows a
student to give birth to those thoughts which are nearest
his heart; it allows him to mingle with the thinking of
his day; it develops witnin him a greater appreciation for
the printed and spoicen word. The privilege of exploration
in the literary field is his to enjoy, and it will lead him
to a discovery of influence.
1 . Thomas , CharTe's ~S" . The Road Toward Creative Expression,
Eng. J.
, p. 403
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Aohievement
_
The goal of creative education ia not fame, tut
aciiievemant . It is only by the road of effort that one
may reach the gates of achievement. As the artist en-
deavors to perfect his work on the canvas day by day,
30 must the writer toil. The crown of tne attempt is
the realization that some definite work has been ac-
complished.
Summary
The creative work of youth as manifested through
high school publications, sounds a new and resonant note
in gigh school composition which should be heard in all
schools. This worK: is meeting the need of our students,
for the spirit is distinctly creative, and true educa-
tional values are made visible by the creative response.
Aside from youthful activity, creative writing has a
definite place in the world, for as history contin^aes,
30 must literature. The spirit of creation snould be
fostered because it is a contributor to social life and
understanding; it is rich in the field of aesthetics,
and it leads to a definite goal. The following sources
or inspiration are filled with possibilities: mythology,
music, history, drama, and observation. Ample oppor-
tunity for creative writing may be provided through in-
spirational classwork and through club activity. While
these sources of endeavor are open to the student there
is a great need for guidance that the work may be care-
fully formulated. As I observed from high school

publications, many of the types of creative composition
are excellent, but there are many others which are to be
improved upon. Tnis is possible tnrough careful cooperation
between teacher and pupil. On the wnole , creative writing
is bringing about a tremendous change in the field of high
school composition, and this cnange is to be a lasting one.
The interest on the part of the student is developing rapidly,
and this makes itself prominent in the composition class.
Tne results of creative work are far reaching in their scope,
for not only in the classroom is new effort and interest
manifested, but the entire life of tne student is being de-
veloped through the activity. There is no limit to the joy,
the self discovery, and tne achievement that creative compo-
sition brings forth.
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